Abstract-This paper is concerned with the development of a system for the classification of military munitions and unexploded ordnance (UXO) in shallow underwater environments. A Matched Subspace Classifier (MSC) is used in conjunction with Acoustic Color (AC) features generated from the raw sonar returns for munition characterization. Our classification hypothesis is that spectral content of the sonar backscatter display unique acoustic signatures providing good discrimination between different classes of detected contacts. The system is exclusively trained using synthetic sonar data and then tested using real data sets collected from a side-looking sonar system. These data sets were collected using underwater objects in relatively controlled and clutter-free environments. Classification results are presented using standard performance metrics such as probability of correct classification (PCC ), probability of false alarm (PF A) in Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, and confusion matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clearing of underwater sites that are contaminated with munitions, as a result of past training and weapons testing activities, is a challenging task undertaken by many private and Government supported research groups. Among factors that complicate automatic detection and classification of these targets are: (a) highly variable operating and environmental conditions (e.g., lakes, ponds, rivers, gulf, or open ocean); (b) variations in target features as a function of range, grazing angle, and orientation with respect to the sonar platform as well as its size and compositions; and (c) targets may be partially or fully buried, or obscured by marine growth and vegetation.
Various methods have been developed for modeling the acoustic response of objects with geometries typically observed in mines and munitions for the purpose of classification [1] - [2] . In [1] , the authors considered synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) imaging of simple targets by combining models for reverberation, acoustic penetration, and target scattering into a unified model. This model is then used to generate sonar pings suitable for SAS simulations over a wide range of environmental and experimental conditions. Experimentally measured target scattering from proud and buried targets are then used to validate the model through several simulations. In [3] , the authors analyzed experimental results from a sonar data set collected in a fresh water pond. These measurements were conducted to investigate discrimination capabilities based on the acoustic response of underwater UXOs. Results from this study show that it is possible to use the acoustic template, commonly referred to as Acoustic Color (AC) plots, as a fingerprint to uniquely identify a given target. In [2] , it was further shown that these acoustic-color features are useful for discriminating similarly shaped targets.
Efforts have recently been made to utilize AC features in underwater target classification and detection. In [4] and [5] , the authors developed new coherent-based feature extraction and SAS-like acoustic color for detection and classification of underwater mines and UXO objects using the Canonical Coordinate Analysis (CCA) framework [6] . New feature and decision-level fusion algorithms were also developed in [7] and [8] using a hidden Markov model (HMM) and a collaborative multi-aspect classifier to improve classification of minelike objects while reducing the false alarms when multipings/aspects sonar data are available.
The specific objective of this work is the development and testing of an efficient method for the classification of military munitions in shallow underwater environments using data collected from SAS systems. Specifically, the technical question that is addressed in this work is whether or not the Matched Subspace Classifier (MSC) [9] can successfully be trained on model-based sonar data of various UXO-like objects and then be applied to real sonar data sets to discriminate munitions with sufficient accuracy from other natural or man-made competing objects. The motivation here is related to the fact that collecting real UXO data in realistic settings is a difficult, if not impossible, task. Spectral features captured in the AC data, formed from the sonar backscatter, are used to provide discrimination between different classes of detected objects. In this paper, we will present new classification results of the basic version of the MSC when trained via K-SVD dictionary learning [10] on synthetic AC data generated via a fast ray model [11] and then applied to both the PondEX09 and PondEX10 data sets [12] .
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we give a brief review of the fast ray model [11] , [12] used to generate synthetic data sets used in for training the MSC. In Section III, we describe the methods used to generate both the synthetic AC training data as well as the formation of real AC's used for testing from the sonar data sets. Section IV briefly describes the theory behind our subspace classification system and the approach chosen for subspace construction and representation. In Section V, we present the results of the classifier when tested on the PondEX data sets. Finally, conclusions on the performance and impact of the system and ideas for future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. FAST RAY MODELING OF THE ACOUSTIC RESPONSE FROM MUNITIONS
In order to tackle the task of constructing template signals to reliably represent the various UXOs in our classification system, the work of [13] on modeling scattering from objects at a water-sediment interface has been utilized [11] - [13] . The scattering model allows for mono-static SAS data sets to be simulated via a fast ray model that combines an acoustic ray approximation for propagation in a fluid-filled halfspace with scattering from a target in a number of conditions and media. This fast modeling is beneficial for generating large data sets for the MSC dictionary construction. In this section, we will discuss this scattering model as well as its utility in our classifier's development. Under typical operation for a short-range SAS platform, air-water scattering paths can be ignored, because paths that interact with the air-water interface are either removed by time-gating the received signals or are naturally suppressed by the directivity of the source and receiver. In addition, the separation distance between the actual source and receiver is much smaller than the distance between the interface and the target, so the source and receiver can be considered to be colocated. Under these conditions, only the four ray paths that are shown in Figure 1 , associated with the actual source and receiver and their images in the sediment, contribute to the scattered pressure. In this model, a source, receiver, and target are assumed to be at locations r s , r r , and r t respectively and a single source is located at r si with receiver at r ri . The source, receiver, and target are denoted by S, R, and T , respectively; while S1 and R1 in Fig. 1 are the source and receiver. To distinguish path 2 and path 3, the source and receiver are shown at distinct locations; and with our assumption of co-located source and receiver, paths 2 and 3 are reciprocal and paths 1 and 4 are backscattered. With the specification of a source and receiver, the scattering from a target has been reduced to a superposition of 4 freefield scattering problems. Under operational conditions, the distance associated with each path satisfies d λ where λ is the wavelength of the pressure. The scattered steady-state pressure can then be written as
where p 0 is the amplitude of the incident pressure, r is the range from a field point to the target, a is the scattering amplitude, exp(ikr)/r is a spherically diverging wave, k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, ω is the angular frequency, and k i and k s are the unit vectors associated with the direction of the incident and scattered fields, respectively. The scattering form function is a dimensionless quantity, which is defined by F (ω) = 2a(k s , k i , ω)/α where α is a characteristic dimension of the scattering object. The scattering form functions contain all the information concerning the material properties of the target (e.g., density) and the directionality of the scattered field. The scattering amplitudes can be determined from analytic solutions to scattering problems (e.g., scattering from a spherical target), direct measurements from actual targets, or numerical simulations (e.g., a finite element (FE) model for a given target as was used in Figures 4(c) ).
Combining the ray model paradigm with free-field scattering as given in (1), the spectrum of the total scattered pressure can be written as
with
; with c being the speed of sound in water.
The pressure spectrum P src (ω) represents the frequency spectrum of the transmitted wave packet from the source. The scattering form functions F k (ω) in (2) depend on the locations of the sources, receivers, and target. Note the indices of F k corresponds to the path enumeration described before. The reflection coefficient at the watersediment interface, which is represented by V (θ g ) and is a function of the grazing angle θ g , is defined as follows
where ρ = . Here c 1 , c 2 , ρ 1 , and ρ 2 are the speeds of sound and densities for the sediment and the water, respectively, and δ is the loss parameter for the sediment. An inverse Fourier transform of P (ω) thus gives a generated sonar signal that includes the four primary acoustic paths for a target near an interface.
III. AC DATA GENERATION
In order to create synthetic AC data for classifier training, raw sonar returns generated by the fast ray model were processed. Generation of AC data amounts to forming the intensity of the returned spectral power over the entire range of aspect angles that are modeled in the linear path SAS (LSAS) runs. This is accomplished by the following procedure: First, FE model [13] is implemented to produce scattering amplitude information for our intended target. These scattering form functions are modeled for acoustic transmissions and returns in the frequency range of 0.5-30 kHz. Next, the half-space model including the four described ray paths in (2) is utilized to generate a raw sonar return data set by generating the modeled returns of a target using the IFFT of (2) over a pre-generated coordinate set representing the various positions along a circular or linear path making soundings. In this simulation model (as in the PondEX09 and PondEX10 data) a LFM chirp is used which provides spectral information of an object's backscatter in the range of 0.5-30 kHz. Next, these raw soundings are matched filtered (pulse compressed) with the original transmit signal. Then the FFT is taken of the pulsecompressed data and the result is windowed to 0-30 kHz to remove the unused frequency portions and isolate the frequency range of interest. Finally, the aspect of the source-receiver platform is determined as a function of the path and target locations and the corresponding aspect of each transformed pulse-compressed sounding is plotted against the frequency axis with a cool-hot color mapping that represents spectral energy intensity for a given frequency and aspect. Using the fast ray model [11] any arbitrary trajectory of a SAS platform can be modeled. However, to generate model data that match the settings of the PondEX data sets, linear SAS sonar data sets were generated with various object types (see Tables II and III) in the testing data set with objects located at the center of the path, at a range of 10 m with sonar interface elevation of 3.8 m. An example of AC data generated for a 21 m simulated run is shown in Figure 3 for a 3 foot long aluminum cylinder object. As can be seen from this figure, the observed aspect angles are limited to ≈ 93
• corresponding to the limited aspect orientations that an observing sonar interface experiences in a 21 m linear path sounding an object at a range of 10 m. AC data generated for template signals via the described scattering model was then utilized as training data for the MSC classifier. Figures 4(a) -(c) display the AC plots generated for an Aluminum UXO using real PondEX sonar data, the finite element (FE) method [13] , and the fast ray model in [11] , respectively. Comparing these AC plots, one can clearly observe that the AC plot in Figure 4 (c), generated via the fast ray model in [11] , is not only preserving all the essential spectral information of that generated using the slow FE model in Figure 4 (b), but also capturing the essential AC features in the real sonar data of Figure 4 (a) for the same object collected in PondEX experiments. However, the major benefit of utilizing the ray model developed in [11] - [13] is that, after free-field scattering amplitudes for a desired object are collected or modeled via finite element (FE) methods, the regeneration of the ray model simulating various aspects and orientations is far simpler than rerunning these variations with the same slow FE method. Note that the procedure for generating AC data for real raw sonar data from the PondEX09 and PondEX10 experiments, such as that shown in Figure 4 (a), is similar to the procedure performed on the synthesized sonar data described above. More specifically, a raw sonar data time series collected from the experiment is first matched filtered with the transmit signal that was used in the experiment. The result is further filtered to remove returns from the neighboring objects from those of the object of interest. This filtering utilizes a reversible SAS imaging process, a spatial filtering process using a 2-D Tukey window [14] , and a pseudo-inverse filtering. This inverse filter maps the SAS image back to the pulse compressed version that has less interference. These filtered pulse-compressed signals are then transformed to the frequency domain via FFT. This process is repeated for all aspects of linear SAS and the magnitude spectrum is then generated and plotted to display AC for each object.
IV. CLASSIFICATION USING MATCHED SUBSPACE CLASSIFIER
In this section, we briefly review theory behind the MSC. This classifier operates on the multidimensional AC feature vectors with the assumption that each vector belonging to a given class can be represented using some linear combination of basis vectors associated with that class. We consider a general M −ary classification problem in which the observations come from m = 0, . . . , M − 1 possible classes and one uniquely most likely matches with the signal. Note that for our specific problem here M = 2 for classifying 'UXO' vs. 'non-UXO'. For this binary classification problem, we consider the signal model,
where Y is the observation matrix containing signal observation (AC) vectors in its columns which is represented in some signal subspace H m ∈ R N ×P whose columns are basis vectors that span the subspace associated with the m th object class with unknown parameter matrix X ∈ R P ×K , and N ∈ R N ×K represents additive zero-mean noise (inaccuracy in modeling). The distribution of the noise matrix is unknown, and hence it is not possible to derive the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) of the unknown parameters [9] in this case.
Subspace matrices H m s are constructed using training data for the m th object class utilizing different subspace reconstruction methods. Here, we used the K-SVD sparse dictionary construction method [10] , which performs a decomposition of an over-complete dictionary of observation vectors into a smaller subset of basis vectors that optimally represent the data in the least-squares (LS) sense. That is, the basis vectors generated using the K-SVD [10] provide a signal-specific dictionary matrix for each class of objects. The K-SVD method will be briefly described in Section IV-A.
The core idea behind the MSC is that observations y k from class m will demonstrate the smallest squared error in reconstruction from class m, measured by the discriminant function
where ||A|| 2 F represents the squared Frobenius norm of matrix A which is ||A|| 2 F = tr{AA T } . For a given observation matrix Y, the least-squares estimate of X under the m th hypothesis is:
UsingX in (6), the discriminant function in (5) can be rewritten as,
where P Hm is an orthogonal projection matrix onto subspace H m i.e.
Alternatively, we can express (4) for decisions based upon single observation vectors y k (or k th column of Y), y k = H m x k + n k where n k is the k th column of matrix N and x k is the k th column of X. Then, the decision rule to assign a class label to an observation vector y k can simply become,
From the geometric perspective, this classifier measures the energy in each of the subspaces H m and selects the class label corresponding to the subspace that contains the largest amount of energy [9] . If the noise vector n k is assumed to be normal with covariance matrix E n k n H k = σ 2 I, then the criterion given in (8) also corresponds to the decision that minimizes the probability of assigning an erroneous class label.
A. Signal Subspace Generation using K-SVD Method
The K-SVD [10] subspace construction method was implemented to construct matrices H m , m = 0, 1 for UXO and non-UXO classes using AC data. The purpose of K-SVD is to create an optimal dictionary that reduces the dimension of a signal vector by representing it as a sparse linear combination of relatively few atoms. More specifically, K-SVD aims to solve a constrained minimization problem to reduce the reconstruction error in a set of training vectors. Let Y m ∈ R N ×Q be a matrix consisting of class m AC training data vectors y (m) q for q ∈ [1 · · · Q] as its columns, H m ∈ R N ×K be the dictionary matrix to be found, and X m ∈ R K×Q be the sparse representation of Y m in terms of its dictionary atoms. Note it is desired that the number of non-zero elements of each x (m) q be substantially less than N to satisfy the sparsity constraint. This constrained optimization problem [10] is given by,
where || · || 0 is the l 0 norm which counts the non-zero elements of a vector limited by some fixed value τ . During the training, the K-SVD algorithm is composed of two-phases. First, a sparse representation phase where for each y (m) q the corresponding x (m) q is computed based on a given H m using a pursuit method such as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [15] . Second, dictionary update phase where columns h l ∈ H m are updated based on minimizing the reconstruction error using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a restricted error matrix E R l . The steps of this procedure are outlined in Table I . These two phases are repeated until convergence through monotonic MSE reduction, a more detailed description of which is given in [10] .
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we provide results of the MSC when trained on model-generated sonar data using fast ray model and subsequently tested on real PondEX09 and PondEX10 data sets [11] [12] .
A. Fast Ray Model Generated Data Set -Training
The fast ray model can be utilized to create AC data for a variety of environments and simulated runs. Using the model and procedures described in Sections II and III, raw sonar runs for 6 different objects used in the PondEX09 and PondEX10 runs were modeled. The modeled runs were designed to replicate the conditions of the real experimental sonar data, in particular, these runs were generated for a 21 m path length at a range of 10 m and with a sonar interface elevation of 3.8 m. These synthetic sonar data sets and their corresponding AC data were generated for 2 different environments. Both modeled environments simulated water sound speeds matching those conditions in PondEX09-10, however one environment used the sediment sound speed of sand and the other used that of a slightly denser material like a sand-clay mixture. Similar to the real testing data, objects were rotated from −80
• to +80
• in 20
• increments for each environment. Using the synthetic sonar data sets generated, signal subspaces were constructed using the K-SVD method described in Section IV-A. For each object, the AC data generated was decimated along the frequency dimension to have N = 301 frequency bins spanning the 0-30 kHz frequency range corresponding to approximately 100 Hz separation of frequency bins and along the aspect dimension to have 0.5
• aspect resolution (i.e. 721 aspect vectors ∝ 360
• ). Additionally, half of the AC data of natural clutter objects in the PondEX09 and PondEX10 experiments was included to based on Hm using the Fast-OMP method [15] . provide some basic training on natural clutter objects. Using this large database of AC signals that was created matching aspect resolution and frequency resolution of those generated for the real PondEX09 and PondEX10 data, the K-SVD subspace construction method was then applied to construct H m s.
Dictionary Update
The optimal decision threshold for MSC classifier was chosen by first using only a small subset of the entire training data set corresponding to the 21 m run with all objects at 0
• orientation and then validating on the rest of the training data to yield close to perfect classification performance. Once this threshold was decided the entire training data set was used to retrain the system. Tables V-A and V-A enumerate and briefly describe each of the training data object and number of aspects used for each experiment considered. Figure 5 shows the layout of the PondEX10 experiment which also matches the setup that was used in the earlier PondEX09 experiment including the relative locations of the rail-mounted sonar system and the objects in the target field. The 21 m rail the sonar system is mounted on is fixed to eliminate platform motion as the sonar interface moves along its track. The sonar transmit signal is a 6 msec linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulse over 0.5-30 kHz with a 10% taper between the leading and trailing edges to minimize ringing in the transmitted signals. Sonar backscatter is received with L = 6 hydrophone elements that are arranged in a linear array approximately normal to the seafloor. For the formation of AC data, only the 3rd hydrophone element data was used. As can be seen from Figure 5 , for the PondEX experiments, the target field contained several objects at a time with varying shapes, sizes, and compositions, all of which were located approximately 10 m horizontally from the rail system and are proud on the sandy bottom. For the PondEX09 experiment objects that we considered (those objects for which fast ray model scattering data exists) included man-made objects for both non-UXO and UXO classes, this is considered to be the 'trickier' data set. This data set was expected to provide more of a challenge because there is the potential for the backscattered frequency structure of a man-made non-UXO object to be similar to that of UXO types due to the regularity and similarity of the shapes and materials. The sonar data sets used in this study were collected during ten runs through the target field with the target field for each run containing the listed objects. Each run differs in the orientation of all the objects, with each object having the same orientation for a given run. Ten total object orientations were used, ranging from −80
B. PondEX Data Sets -Testing
• increments and 90
• , where the two runs with 0
• and 90
• object orientation designate a configuration where the objects major axes of symmetry are parallel to the rail system. Each run of data consists of 769 pings in which the sonar platform moved along the fixed rail in increments of 2.5 cm, transmitting and receiving once for each sonar position. The data was sampled at 1 MHz and the sonar platform was tilted at a fixed 20
• grazing angle for all runs (angle of the sonar main response axis with respect to the horizontal plane). After data collection, in the interest of data compression and since the useful spectral information in the collected data has a Nyquist frequency well below the sampled rate, the 1 MHz data was down-sampled in time by a factor of 10 resulting in data sampled at 100 kHz. Then after AC data was generated, the frequency dimension has N = 301 bins spanning the 0-30 kHz frequency range corresponding to approximately 100 Hz in each frequency bin.
As the MSC classifier is to be implemented on AC data, testing was performed on AC templates for these objects [12] . Using the method described in Section III, AC template testing data was formed by composing the useful aspects from multiple linear SAS runs with the field-centered target taking various rotational poses. As was mentioned before, half of the clutter 'non-UXO' class AC template data was also tested. Tables IV and V enumerate the tested objects for each of the experiments and briefly describes each.
C. Classification Results and Analysis
To make a classification decision for a given sonar ping, the AC template data nearest in aspect to that of the selected ping is chosen as the AC data vector for observation. Using the discriminant rule given in (8) a class decision was made for each observation vector. This process was carried out for all aspects in the AC data sets corresponding to all objects and orientations. The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve of the MSC is presented in Figures 6 and 7 for PondEX09 and PondEX10 data sets, respectively. As depicted by the stars in these figures, the ROC curve exhibits knee-point performance (where P CC + P F A = 1) of probability of correct classification P CC = 92% for the PondEX09 data set and P CC = 96% for the PondEX10 data set. Tables VI and VII also display the confusion matrices for these data sets at a decision threshold which admits no greater than P F A = 2%. These results clearly show that the MSC classifiers trained exclusively on modelgenerated data perform fairly well in classifying UXO from non-UXO in real PondEX data sets. Additionally, these results indicate much better performance when compared to those of previously tested classifiers [12] on the same data sets which at best demonstrated discrimination rate of P CC ≈ 90% using a Relevance Vector Machine. However, the important difference is that their classifiers were trained using real sonar data whereas the results presented here were obtained using training on synthetic runs generated via the fast ray model [11] only.
Finally, it must be pointed out that for the PondEX09 data set, false alarms are generally caused by misclassifying Aluminum Pipe as the Aluminum UXO and some Rock aspects as either the Aluminum UXO or Stainless Steel UXO objects, whereas for the PondEX10 the most common source of classification errors are the clutter objects. This suggests that the training of clutter subspace has a significant influence on the performance of MSC classifier.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
One of the objectives addressed in this paper involved the development and testing of a MSC-based UXO vs. non-UXO classifier. In particular, the hypothesis that was tested involved building MSC classifier exclusively using model-generated AC data while evaluating it using real sonar data sets. The motivation was that one cannot easily collect abundance of real data for different UXO shapes and sizes is realistic settings. The scattering model that was developed allowed for monostatic sonar data to be simulated via a fast ray model. This large data set was then used to build an over-complete dictionary for creation of signal subspaces used in MSC via the K-SVD signal-dependent dictionary learning method. Once MSC was trained on this model-generated data it was subsequently tested on real sonar data sets collected in PondEX09 and PondEX10 exercises. Our classification results revealed significant performance improvements in discrimination of these two classes of objects when compared to the previous results [12] , [8] . What is particularly notable about these results is that the utility of the fast ray model in representing real sonar data for classification purposes has been confirmed. In future testing, we plan to continue expanding the development of the MSC classifier to a non-linear implementation as well as methods for fusing decisions from multiple aspect observations. 
